
CPI Card Group, a global leader in plastic card 
production, fi rst started using EFI MIS/ERP off erings 
when it acquired a business that was a long-time user 
of EFI™ Logic software. Beyond EFI Logic, however, CPI 
used three other ERP systems across diff erent plants, so 
the need to simplify with a single platform was clear.

Complicating the multisite/multi-ERP conundrum was 
the fact that CPI Card Group has just about every type 
of printing technology in its plants, including off set, 
silk screen, thermal and drop-on-demand inkjet and 
digital printing. “We don’t have fl exo or gravure, but 
we have just about everything else,” says Al Graham, 
the company’s corporate ERP applications manager. 
“We needed a centralized solution that all of our 
plants could use to manage jobs across all of our 
technologies.”

Because of the long history many employees had using 
EFI Logic, the company turned to EFI for a common 
solution.

Solution

CPI Card Group chose to implement the full EFI 
Monarch™ suite across the enterprise. Graham joined 
the company to oversee the implementation and was 
charged with using Monarch as the foundation for an 
intra-company workfl ow. Part of his responsibilities 
involved creating a system to manage jobs produced 
in multiple plants. 
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Challenge:

“Managing work across multiple locations 

and countries can get complicated. We 

needed a robust ERP solution that could 

consolidate our business and production 

data, giving us consistent metrics across all 

locations.”

AL GRAHAM, CORPORATE ERP APPLICATIONS 
MANAGER 
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“We want our customers to view us as plant-agnostic,” he explains. 
“In order to make that multiplant customer experience as seamless as 
possible, we needed a shared customer, supplier and general ledger 
database. 

We also needed accurate business and production data to support 
key performance indicator metrics. Monarch provides that.

“Monarch has given us more transparency and visibility into what is 
happening across the companies,” Graham adds, “and it has reduced 
the overall accounting workload. In fact, it is not unusual for an 
accounting professional from one plant to fill in for someone in 
corporate or another plant when they are on vacation or otherwise 
unavailable. 

“We can also leverage our different time zones to complete tasks and 
provide extended customer service hours,” Graham adds. “Without 
a centralized system, both of those scenarios would be difficult, and 
they would result in higher operating costs and potentially lower 
customer satisfaction.”

Results

Monarch also made it relatively easy for CPI Card Group to adjust 
to language, measurement (Imperial versus metric) and currency 
systems across the company and pull those data into Crystal Reports, 
the software CPI Card Group uses for its company-wide reporting. 
“With Crystal Reports,” Graham explains, “we are able to standardize 
reporting to pull data appropriately from Monarch, resulting in 
common data views for all users.”

CPI Card Group has implemented numerous Monarch modules in 
its company-wide workflow, including EFI PrintFlow for dynamic 
scheduling, EFI Process Shipper for shipping integration and  
Monarch Portal for sales and customer integration of estimating, 
quoting and job status information.

CPI Card Group, a single-source global 
provider of payment solutions, was 
founded more than two decades ago 
and has grown through acquisition 
and organic expansion to become a 
worldwide leader in the manufacturing 
of financial, commercial and EMV chip 
cards and other plastic products. With 
eight plants in North America and 
the UK, the company serves financial 
and commercial institutions, mobile 
network operators, systems integrators 
and gaming and entertainment 
businesses. The company also offers 
professional services with respect to 
related to personalization and other 
business requirements associated with 
the card industry.

CPI Card Group 

10368 West Centennial Road 

Littleton, CO 80127

+1 303.973.9311 

www.cpicardgroup.com

Solution: 

“Having a single system of record and being able to 

utilize it to establish standard corporate policies and 

workflows has been huge. We can cookie-cutter it 

from plant to plant as we acquire new companies or 

add functionality to the system.”

AL GRAHAM, CORPORATE ERP APPLICATIONS MANAGER 
CPI CARD GROUP
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In 2011, CPI Card Group added integration with EFI Digital StoreFront® 
web-to-print and eCommerce software to its implementation. With a 
customer base that spans the gamut, from global retailers to libraries 
and resorts, the company wanted to make it easier for brand owners 
to ensure brand integrity while giving their constituents the flexibility 
to order, reorder and customize materials within brand guidelines.

“This has been great for us and for our customers,” Graham says. “We 
have several very large customers that use it daily for fulfillment.”

On top of those benefits, CPI Card Group’s comprehensive EFI 
workflow helps the company reduce waste in day-to-day operations 
by monitoring real-time material usage. It is an important advantage 
for any company that prints on plastic instead of paper.

“We are able to monitor activity from the shop floor and intercept 
potential problems in near–real time,” Graham says. “When substrates 
can cost as much as a dollar per sheet — or more, as they do today — 
you can’t afford excessive waste. We have EFI AutoCount on our radar 
for 2014 to further improve our shop-floor data management.”

Results:

“With more than 1,200 

users on Monarch, we are 

especially pleased with the 

ability for users to input 

shop-floor data from a web-

based solution via a tablet or 

thin client application, rather 

than requiring full-blown 

PCs hosting applications 

throughout manufacturing.” 

AL GRAHAM, CORPORATE ERP 
APPLICATIONS MANAGER 
CPI CARD GROUP
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EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most  
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to  
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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